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A low-cost, low-density, and corrosion resistant AlFeMnSi
compositionally complex alloy
S. P. O’Brien1,2, J. Christudasjustus 1,2, L. Esteves2, S. Vijayan3, J. R. Jinschek 3, N. Birbilis4 and R. K. Gupta 1,2✉

A compositionally complex alloy was designed, consisting of equiatomic concentrations of four low-cost commodity elements (Al,
Fe, Mn, and Si). The alloy was characterized using scanning electron microscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy. The
corrosion of the AlFeMnSi alloy, as evaluated using potentiodynamic polarization tests and electrochemical impedance
spectroscopy in 0.6 M NaCl solution, was comparable with that of stainless steel (SS) 304L. Detailed X-ray photoelectron
spectroscopy analysis was carried out, including the determination of high-resolution spectra and surface sputtering. In addition,
scanning transmission electron microscopy was also used to study the surface film(s) developed after constant immersion. The
AlFeMnSi alloy exhibited a unique form of ‘passivity’ that arises from the development of a silicon-rich surface film from dynamic
incongruent dissolution.
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INTRODUCTION
The development of metallic materials exhibiting high corrosion
resistance at lower cost is necessary to meet the demand for
materials utilized in advanced technologies. In terms of cost
efficiency and overall sustainability, it is further beneficial if such
materials result from the utilization of recycled commodity metals,
such as Al, Fe, Mn, etc., along with their principal impurities (that
may include Si, copper (Cu), Zn, C, etc.)1.
The typical corrosion resistant alloys (CRAs), such as stainless

steels (SS) and nickel (Ni) based alloys, rely on their ability to form
and maintain a thermodynamically stable passive film for
corrosion resistance2. Therefore, CRAs are nominally comprised
of a high concentration of elements that provide corrosion
resistance (such as chromium (Cr) in SS), which limits the selection
of alloy compositions for corrosion resistance, but also dictates
alloy properties and costs. For example, corrosion resistance of SS
depends upon the Cr and molybdenum (Mo) content, whereby Cr
facilitates the formation of Cr-rich passive film2, and Mo helps in
increasing pitting resistance3, whilst additional alloying elements
such as Ni are also often employed.
Development of the CRAs with properties beyond conventional

limits has to date been hindered by a hitherto limited under-
standing of the structure/processing/property/performance rela-
tionship over various length scales, along with a lack of
manufacturing technologies to engineer desired microstructures,
whilst exploration of a finite compositional space was traditionally
confined to alloys that could be readily cast. Recent research into
so-called high entropy alloys, or more generally, compositionally
complex alloys (CCAs) has revealed both a broad and previously
unexplored compositional space in the context of metallic alloys.
CCAs, comprised of four or more principal elements in near
equiatomic ratios, are emerging alloys4,5. Many CCAs, depending
upon composition and structure, have been reported to possess
exceptional properties that include super plasticity6, high fracture
toughness7, high strength, and high resistance to environmental
degradation in aqueous and high temperature environments8.

Most corrosion resistant CCAs reported to date contain a high Cr
concentration, and therefore the mechanism for corrosion
resistance has been proposed to be similar to that reported for
Fe–Cr- and Ni–Cr-based alloys9. A conventional pitting resistance
equivalent number type of approach for designing corrosion
resistant CCAs has been proposed by several researchers10–12. This
conventional approach, however, would result in CCAs with high
cost and high density and inhibit exploitation of the full potential
of CCAs—which have been noted as being inherently corrosion
resistant (in spite of complex elemental compositions and
heterogeneous microstructures)9,13. The cost and density of 115
CCAs (studied in 0.6 M NaCl) reported in literature are presented in
Supplementary Table 1 (Supplementary Notes 1), which illustrates
the high densities and high costs of current CCAs. Only one CCA
has an elemental cost below SS 316L, and the average cost of a
CCA is ~16 $/kg (in USD). The average theoretical density is ~7 g/
cm3, with a few alloys, which are high in aluminum content,
ranging as low as ~5 g/cm3.
A comprehensive consideration regarding the properties typical

of CCAs along with the characteristics desired in CRAs may
facilitate developing concepts regarding the targeted develop-
ment of CCAs with corrosion resistance as the goal. The
alloy–environment interface is a complex and dynamic system
during corrosion, and a complete understanding of the interfaces
between the environment (electrolyte), the surface film and the
underlying metal interfaces, is still an area of active research.
Subtle changes in a surface film and underlying alloy are known to
strongly influence corrosion resistance. For example, the high
pitting resistance of high-energy ball milled and sputter deposited
Al alloys has been attributed to the doping of Al2O3 surface films
with alloying elements14. In addition, increasing Al content in
AlxCoCrFeNi alloys deteriorated the corrosion resistance, which
was attributed to lower Cr content and formation of a Al-rich (i.e.,
Cr depleted) phase15–17. However, increasing Al content in
AlxCrFeMoV produced a V-, Cr-, Mo-rich secondary phase (i.e., Al
depleted) and reduced the passive current density, thereby
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improving the corrosion resistance11. The modification of Al
content in these two alloys and their resultant corrosion trends
further illustrates how the corrosion resistance not only depends
on the composition but also on the microstructure of the alloy.
Recently, Birbilis and coworkers have reported a four-

component CCA, AlTiVCr, which exhibited corrosion resistance
superior to SS 304L18–20 and indeed, characteristics typical of
highly CRAs. Surface analysis, using X-ray photoelectron spectro-
scopy (XPS), indicated the surface film was enriched in oxidized Al,
owing to incongruent dissolution of the AlTiVCr alloy. In addition,
the surface film was also comprised of a mixture of oxidized forms
of the other alloying elements (i.e., Ti, V, Cr), however, in
proportions different to the bulk alloy composition, along with
unoxidized metal. A later study, using atomic emission spectro-
electrochemistry, supported incongruent dissolution and prefer-
ential dissolution of Al in Al1.5TiVCr

21. Such results have revealed
the possibility to develop CCAs where the surface film may not be
composed of well-known passivating elements, such as Cr.
Moreover, given that CCA compositions are complex and distinct,
the possibility of forming a complex film containing several
elements is feasible22. Therefore, studying the formation of the
surface film on CCAs and exploring their corrosion resistance
warrants focused study.
In this study, a corrosion resistant CCA was produced, based on

four principal elements in equiatomic concentrations (i.e., Al, Fe, Mn,
Si), and the surface film was studied using various state-of-the art

materials characterization techniques, including scanning electron
microscopy (SEM), scanning transmission electron microscopy
(STEM), energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS), and XPS.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
Alloy microstructure
The low-magnification backscattered electron (BSE) SEM image
(Fig. 1a) of the AlFeMnSi alloy, produced by arc melting, suggested
the presence of three different phases, which are shown clearly in
the high-magnification BSE image (Fig. 1b). Visible pores, marked
by arrows in Fig. 1b, formed in the arc melting process. An EDXS
area map, showing the distribution of the four elements (Al, Fe,
Mn, Si) within the alloy, is presented in Fig. 1c. Elemental
distribution in each phase, determined using the point analysis, is
tabulated in Fig. 1d. The composition values presented in Fig. 1d
are an average of more than 28 measurements for each phase.
Most notably, Phases I and II were relatively rich in Al, while lean in
Si, compared to Phase III, which, in contrast, was rich in Si and lean
in Al. The crystal structures of the three phases could not be
determined and is part of the future work.

Hardness and elemental cost
Vickers hardness testing was performed on the individual phases.
Phases I, II, and III had the hardness of 1032 (±17), 952 (±13), and

Fig. 1 Microstructure of the AlFeMnSi alloy. a Backscattered electron (BSE) scanning electron microscopy (SEM) image (20 kV accelerating
voltage) of as-cast AlFeMnSi, b high-magnification BSE image, c SEM energy-dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDXS) map corresponding to the
highlighted region in a, and d table indicating measured elemental composition of all phases (I–III) in as-cast AlFeMnSi (based on EDXS point
analysis).
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1206 (±59) HV, respectively. The standard deviation is attributed to
the microstructure heterogeneity. The theoretical density of the
AlFeMnSi CCA is 4.5 g/cm3 23, which is comparable with the
density of Ti (4.5 g/cm3) and is significantly lower than the density
of austenitic SS 304L (8 g/cm3). The elemental cost of the alloy,
determined using a 50-year average price of individual ele-
ments24, was 1.18 $/kg, which is notably lower than commonly
used CRAs, such as SS 304L (2.20 $/kg) or SS 316L (3.28 $/kg) or
other CCAs (presented in Supplementary Table 1).

Electrochemical testing
Typical potentiodynamic polarization curves (PDP) for the
AlFeMnSi alloy (and SS 304L for comparison) in 0.6 M NaCl
solution are presented in Fig. 2a and electrochemical parameters
derived from the PDP are presented in Table 1. The AlFeMnSi alloy,
along with SS 304L, exhibited spontaneous passivity. The
corrosion potential (Ecorr) of the AlFeMnSi alloy was less noble
than SS 304L, yet the breakdown potential (Eb) of the two alloys
were similar resulting in a larger passive window (Epw) for the
AlFeMnSi alloy. While the AlFeMnSi alloy had a large deviation in
the breakdown potential which was attributed to crevice
corrosion. The corrosion current density (icorr) and overall passive
current density for the two alloys were similar.
Nyquist and Bode plots for the AlFeMnSi alloy and the SS 304L

in 0.6 M NaCl solution are shown in Fig. 2b, c, respectively. The
Bode plot (Fig. 2c) exhibited a similar impedance |Z| vs. frequency
response indicating a similar corrosion resistance between the
AlFeMnSi alloy and SS 304L. Electrochemical impedance spectro-
scopy (EIS) results were fitted using the electrical equivalent
circuit, as depicted in Fig. 2d. The solution resistance (Rs) was
estimated at a high frequency (100 kHz), Rfilm and CPEfilm

represent the resistance and constant phase element (CPE) of
the passive film, and Rct and CPEdl are the charge transfer
resistance and double layer CPE, respectively, at low frequency.
The CPEs were used to describe the frequency dependence of the
nonideal capacitive behavior. When n (the fractional exponent)
equals 1, a CPE simplifies to a capacitor, when n equals 0, a CPE
represents a pure resistor, and when n equals 0.5, a CPE behaves
as a Warburg impedance element25. The simulated data show
good coincidence with the experimental systems, that is, fittings
for the impedance data were performed using low χ2 values.
Results (i.e., parameters extracted from the fitting) are shown in
Table 1. The polarization resistance Rp (i.e., corrosion resistance) is
theoretically equal to the sum of Rct and Rfilm, which are obtained
from the fitting procedure. Accordingly, SS 304L exhibits slightly
superior polarization resistance, but on the same order of
magnitude as the AlFeMnSi alloy.

Immersion testing
In Fig. 3, SEM images of the AlFeMnSi alloy and SS 304L after 2-week
immersion in 0.6M NaCl solution revealed localized corrosion in the
AlFeMnSi alloy as well as in SS 304L. For the AlFeMnSi alloy, corrosion
occurred in all three phases, however, with more visible damage in
Phases I and II, as highlighted in Fig. 3a. It should be noted again that
Phase III contains the highest Si content and the lowest Al content.
Dark spots, indicated by orange arrows in Fig. 3a, appear to be
caused by localized corrosion in the pores present in the as-cast alloy
(Fig. 1). Pitting corrosion, indicated by green arrows, on the surface of
SS 304L was visible (Fig. 3b). Comparing the two alloys, the amount
and depth of pitting corrosion on SS 304L may be more detrimental
than the corrosion of the AlFeMnSi CCA (excluding corrosion of the
pores).

Fig. 2 Electrochemical corrosion performance of SS 304L and the AlFeMnSi alloy. a Potentiodynamic polarization curves collected using a
potential sweep rate of 0.167mV/s. b Nyquist diagram showing the comparison of the experimental data and the simulated data. c Bode plots
for the AlFeMnSi alloy and SS 304L in 0.6 M NaCl. d The electrical equivalent circuit of the system.
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Surface analysis by XPS
XPS was performed to determine the chemical composition of the
passive film developed after 24 h immersion of the AlFeMnSi alloy
in 0.6 M NaCl solution. It should be noted SEM images (5 kV
accelerating voltage, Supplementary Fig. 6b) of the AlFeMnSi alloy
after 24 h immersion in 0.6 M NaCl revealed minimal corrosion
damage, with more pronounced damage near preexisting pores.
XPS high-resolution spectra scans, conducted after regular
intervals of sputtering, revealed the composition of the surface
film along the depth profile, as seen in Fig. 4a. The surface film, at
sputtering time 0, contained oxygen along with a majority of Si
(17.2 at.%) and Al (11.5 at.%), and a minority of Fe (6.8 at.%) and
Mn (3.9 at.%). After sputtering for 90 s, the oxygen concentration
decreased significantly, and the atomic concentration of the
alloying elements increased. Such a decrease in oxygen content
after 90 s of sputtering indicates an approximate surface film
thickness of 10 nm (based on pure SiO2 sputtering where 30 s of
sputtering is equivalent to 3.25 nm). A recently reported CCA,
AlCrTiV, possessed an oxygen concentration above 20 at.% after
60min of sputtering due to a reactive surface spontaneously
oxidizing upon sputtering20,21. Comparatively, the AlFeMnSi alloy
exhibited a similar behavior but with a less reactive surface (3.7 at.
% oxygen after 15 min of sputtering).
Oxidation states, oxidized or unoxidized, of the elements were

determined using high-resolution XPS spectra scans (found in
Supplementary Notes 2 along with chemical states) and are
presented in Fig. 4b as relative fractions of unoxidized element
and corresponding oxidized species—determined from peak
fitting Fig. 4c represents the atomic percentage of oxidized and
unoxidized species (application of multiplying the total atomic
concentration (Fig. 4a) with the relative fraction (Fig. 4b)). The top
of the surface film (0 s of sputtering) was comprised of oxidized Si
(12.9 at.% Six+) and Al (7.7 at.% Alx+), followed by small amounts
of oxidized Fe (2.7 at.% Fex+) and Mn (1.6 at.% Mnx+). In addition,
unoxidized elements (3.8 at.% Al, 4.1 at.% Fe, 2.3 at.% Mn and
4.3 at.% Si) were also detected. These unoxidized elements may
belong to the substrate depending on the thickness of the surface
film on each phase; however, the possibility of unoxidized
elements present inside the surface film should not be
disregarded. As sputtering was performed, Alx+ enrichment was
discovered at a time of 30 s of sputtering (Fig. 4b, c).
Furthermore, potentiostatic surface conditioning and subse-

quent surface characterization was utilized to obtain a better
understanding of the surface film formed on the AlFeMnSi alloy by
isolating discrete conditions selected from the PDP curve (Fig. 2a).
Potentiostatic holds were performed in the cathodic region
(−700mVSCE for 1 h), passive region (−250 mVSCE for 1 h), and
transpassive region (+400mVSCE for 10 min) of the AlFeMnSi alloy
in 0.6 M NaCl. XPS was conducted on the surface film following
potentiostatic conditioning followed by SEM imaging (outside of
the sputtered area).
Figure 5 illustrates the XPS characterization of the cathodic region,

and the results follow a similar trend as observed in the specimen
after 24 h immersion (Fig. 4). The top of the surface film is rich in Si
and Al followed by minor amounts of Fe and Mn (Fig. 5a). As seen in
Fig. 5b, the fraction of oxidized species decreased with increased
sputtering time while the fraction of unoxidized species increased.
Alx+ enrichment was identified at 30 s of sputtering, while unoxidized
and oxidized species were identified in the surface film (Fig. 5b). The
surface film is comprised primarily of oxidized Si, followed by
oxidized Al and small amounts of the other species (Fe and Mn, see
Fig. 5c). Compared to the 24 h immersion specimen, the cathodic
region (−700mVSCE) had a higher concentration of total oxidized
species after 60 s of sputtering (Figs. 4a and 5a). The concentration of
unoxidized species increased with sputtering time. Following SEM
imaging, minimal localized dissolution was revealed after potentio-
static conditioning for 1 h at −700mVSCE (Supplementary Notes 3).Ta
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Figure 6 exhibits the XPS results after potentiostatic condition-
ing for 1 h at −250mVSCE, which is in passive region. The top of
the surface film was comprised of primarily Si, followed by smaller
concentrations of Al, Fe, and Mn (Fig. 6a). The fraction of the

oxidized species decreased overall with sputtering time, except an
enrichment of Alx+ ratio at 60 s, and the fractions of unoxidized
species increased (Fig. 6b). In case of the Si-rich surface film,
the majority is composed of Six+ (Fig. 6c), with the remainder a

Fig. 3 BSE-SEM images post 2-week immersion in 0.6 M NaCl of SS 304L and the AlFeMnSi alloy. BSE-SEM images (5 kV accelerating
voltage) after 2-week immersion in 0.6 M NaCl of a the AlFeMnSi alloy (arrows point toward pores) and b SS 304L.

Fig. 4 XPS of the AlFeMnSi surface after 24 h immersion in 0.6 M NaCl. Distribution of elements as a function of sputtering time determined
by XPS following 24 h immersion of the AlFeMnSi alloy in 0.6 M NaCl: a atomic concentration, b relative fraction of oxidized element to
corresponding unoxidized metal species, and c atomic concentration of oxidized and unoxidized species.

Fig. 5 XPS of the AlFeMnSi surface after potentiostatic conditioning for 1 h at −700mVSCE in 0.6 M NaCl. Distribution of elements as a
function of sputtering time determined by XPS following potentiostatic conditioning for 1 h at −700mVSCE of the AlFeMnSi alloy in 0.6 M
NaCl: a atomic concentration, b relative fraction of oxidized element to corresponding unoxidized metal species, and c atomic concentration
of oxidized and unoxidized species.
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mixture of oxidized and unoxidized species. The content of total
oxidized species at 60 s sputtering was less than prior results for
the potentiostatic hold at −700mVSCE and 24 h immersion,
indicating a thinner surface film thickness. The concentration of
unoxidized Al and Si indicates enrichments in the top of the
surface film (0 s sputtering), where the concentration decreased
and then increased with longer sputtering time (Fig. 6c). The
enrichment is in strong contrast to the expected general trend of
increased unoxidized species following removal of surface film
and may suggest the presence of unoxidized species in the
surface film. SEM imaging of the specimen after potentiostatic
conditioning in the passive region showed no apparent localized
dissolution (Supplementary Notes 3).
Figure 7 shows XPS results from the AlFeMnSi alloy specimen

that was potentiostatically conditioned in the transpassive region
(+400mVSCE) in 0.6 M NaCl for 10min. The surface film is primarily
comprised of Si and a marginal content of the remaining elements
of the AlFeMnSi alloy (Fig. 7a). The fraction of oxidized species
decreased with sputtering time, while the fraction of unoxidized
species increased with sputtering time, except for the Alx+ fraction
enrichment at 30 s of sputtering (Fig. 7b). The oxide primarily
consists of 23.7 at.% Six+ (Fig. 7c); the concentration of Six+ was
slightly enriched and then decreased after 60 s of sputtering. The
concentration of oxidized Al and Mn increased with sputtering
time, while oxidized Fe decreased with sputtering time. Similar to

the 24 h immersion and the cathodic region, the concentration of
unoxidized species in the transpassive region increased with
sputtering time, which is expected when approaching the alloy’s
substrate from the surface film.
The BSE-SEM image in Fig. 8a revealed localized dissolution after

potentiostatic conditioning in the transpassive region for 10min.
The dissolution damage appears to congregate around Phase III.
Due to the large amount of damage, an additional potentiostatic
hold was conducted at +400mVSCE for 30 s, as seen in Fig. 8b.
Accelerated localized dissolution was found at the interface
between Phase II and III, while undercutting of Phase II is observed.
The initiation of dissolution at the interface is not yet well
understood but may be similar to that observed in SS 303 around
MnS inclusions due to preexisting trenches at the interface26. No
preexisting trenches were discovered on the surface of the SS,
proposedly due to plastic deformation of grinding and polishing26.
Formation of such trenches seems feasible due to the difference in
the coefficients of thermal expansion between the three phases,
associated with the AlFeMnSi alloy, with varying composition. The
initiation may occur by dissolution of the surface until a preexisting
trench between Phases II and III is reached, upon which the
formation of a critical pitting solution is formed leading to the
undercutting of Phase III. It should be noted again the 2-week
immersion testing indicated that Phase III was the most corrosion
resistant phase (Fig. 3a).

Fig. 6 XPS of the AlFeMnSi surface after potentiostatic conditioning for 1 h at −250mVSCE in 0.6 M NaCl. Distribution of elements as a
function of sputtering time determined by XPS following potentiostatic conditioning for 1 h at −250mVSCE of the AlFeMnSi alloy in 0.6 M
NaCl: a atomic concentration, b relative fraction of oxidized element to corresponding unoxidized metal species, and c atomic concentration
of oxidized and unoxidized species.

Fig. 7 XPS of the AlFeMnSi surface after potentiostatic conditioning for 10min at +400mVSCE in 0.6M NaCl. Distribution of elements as a
function of sputtering time determined by XPS following potentiostatic conditioning for 10min at +400mVSCE of the AlFeMnSi alloy in 0.6 M
NaCl: a atomic concentration, b relative fraction of oxidized element to corresponding unoxidized metal species, and c atomic concentration
of oxidized and unoxidized species.
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XPS was performed on the AlFeMnSi alloy after potentiostatic
conditioning (in the cathodic, passive, and transpassive regions)
and 24 h immersion, to provide the chemical states and change in
composition over the alloy’s surface. The potentiostatic condition-
ing was performed, specifically, to gain insight into the corrosion
mechanism of the AlFeMnSi alloy in 0.6 M NaCl. Comparing the
trends of the elements’ concentrations, described above and seen
in Figs. 4–7, the surface film is initially composed primarily of Six+

and Alx+. However, at higher potentials, the ratio of Six+ increases,
to where in the transpassive region, the surface film is comprised
primarily of Six+ as well as a small fraction of remaining oxidized
and unoxidized elements. In addition, at higher potentials, the
chemical state of Si shifted—from a mixture of SiO2 and a Si
containing complex oxide (such as Al2SiO5

27 or Fe2SiO4
28) to only

SiO2 in the transpassive region, a potentially less protective/stable
surface film29 (see Supplementary Fig. 5d). It should be noted, the
potential existence of other complex oxides present in the surface
film that overlap binding energies of species stated above, such as
known complex oxides (e.g., MnSiO3 or MnAl2O4

30) or unknown
complex oxides12. Unlike the passive and cathodic regions, the
transpassive region exhibited definitive accelerated dissolution
between Phases II and III. The increase in oxidized Si and decrease
in oxidized Al, found in the XPS results at increasing potential, may
also be explained by the transpassive dissolution of the Alx+

enriched layer, observed in Al–Mn thin films31.

Compositional analysis of the surface film layer using
STEM–EDXS
STEM-based mapping experiments (STEM and EDXS) were
performed across the surface film interface of each phase within
a specimen after 24 h immersion in 0.6 M NaCl to obtain higher
spatial resolution information of the elemental distribution. The
data from these experiments are shown in Supplementary Fig. 3
(Supplementary Notes 4), showing that the chemical composition
of the surface film was dependent upon the underlying phase.
Based on STEM–EDXS line profile experiments, the thickness of the
surface film layer and the composition gradient of the different
solute element across the surface film and into the matrix were
estimated. The converged electron beam with an approximate
probe size of 0.14 nm in STEM mode was scanned along 400
points with an approximate acquisition time of 1 s per point. The
STEM images in Fig. 9 show that the surface film originates below
the protective platinum (Pt) cap (see Preparation of the cross-
sectional STEM sample in the “Methods” section), which is marked
by the orange dashed line extending from the image to the line

plots above. The dashed line coincides with O and Al peaks for
Phases I–III, as shown in Fig. 9. Thickness of the oxide layer was
measured by fitting the O line profile data to a Gaussian-based
peak fitting function, estimating the full width half maximum
(FWHM). Thickness of surface film for each constituent phase was
~½ FWHM (Supplementary Notes 4)32. The surface film layer
thickness of the three phases was found to be approximately 2.25,
4.14, and 7.25 nm for Phase I, Phase II, and Phase III, respectively.
Comparatively, the XPS results indicated a 10 nm surface film
thickness overall, and the increased thickness can be explained by
spontaneous oxidation. Al enrichment was observed in the top of
the surface film for each phase, along with a corresponding
depleted Al layer directly underneath the surface film (an
indication of incongruent dissolution of the substrate/preferential
dissolution of Al). Incongruent dissolution with enrichment in the
surface film has also been observed in other CCAs, such as AlTiVCr
(Al enrichment)20 and Ni38Fe20Cr22Mn10Co10 (Cr enrichment)33. Al
content within the enriched layer was found to be highest in
Phase II and lowest in Phase III. The Fe composition within the
depleted Al layer increases by a small amount relative to the
nominal matrix Fe composition. The ratios of maximum Fe content
in the depleted Al layer compared to the nominal Fe content in
the matrix were found to be 1.2, 1.13, and 1.07 for Phases I, II, and
III, respectively. Si content within the matrix and within the
depleted layer did not show any significant variation in Phases I
and III. However, Si content in Phase II increased by 3 at.% relative
to the Si content in the matrix. For each phase, Mn content
gradually decreased from the matrix to the depleted Al region
followed by a sharp decrease at the oxide layer. The composition
within the top of the surface film of each phase varied; the at.%
composition order of each phase was Al > Mn > Si > Fe (Phase I),
Al > Si > Fe >Mn (Phase II), and Si > Al > Mn > Fe (Phase III).
Looking at the solute gradient across the surface film of each
phase, the top of the surface atomic percentage of Si is the
smallest for Phase II, which indicates a lesser amount of the
potentially protective complex oxide, and therefore, possible
preferential corrosion. In addition, the limited amount of oxygen
found at the top of the surface film denotes a film composed of
oxidized and unoxidized species.
Microstructural analysis and surface characterization of the

equimolar AlFeMnSi alloy, using SEM, STEM, and XPS, revealed the
formation of a complex surface film enriched in Al and Si (in
particular, the stable form of a Si containing complex oxide), an
underlying surface film of an enriched Al layer and a combination
of oxidized and unoxidized species. The attainment of high

Fig. 8 BSE-SEM images of the AlFeMnSi alloy post +400mVSCE potentiostatic conditioning in 0.6 M NaCl. BSE-SEM images (5 kV
accelerating voltage) of the AlFeMnSi alloy after a 10min and b 30 s of potentiostatic conditioning at +400mVSCE in 0.6 M NaCl.
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corrosion resistance in a multiphase CCA comprised of low-cost
alloying elements, is not only unique—it also sheds light on the
notion that thermodynamic stability (as may be interpreted from
equilibrium calculations, such as in the development of Pourbaix
diagrams) is not a necessity for attaining high corrosion resistance.
Such demonstrations of so-called dynamic passivity have also
recently been revealed for other alloy systems, including Mg
alloys34.
Additional research is needed to further improve the applic-

ability of the AlFeMnSi alloy, e.g., to further optimize the alloy
composition or change the processing route. This is the focus of
our ongoing research and is out of scope of the herein
presented study.

METHODS
Alloy production
The AlFeMnSi alloy specimens studied herein were synthesized by the arc
melting process. Metal pieces (with a purity greater than or equal to 99.9%)
were placed in a copper crucible in equimolar proportions, and arc melted
in an inert argon environment. The synthesized alloy specimens were
flipped at least thrice, and remelted multiple times in order to obtain a
homogenous composition.

Microstructural characterization
SEM was performed using a Tescan Lyra 3 FIB-FESEM utilizing a 20 kV
accelerating voltage. Secondary electron and BSE modes were used to
characterize the alloy microstructure. EDXS area mapping and point
analysis were conducted to estimate the elemental distribution and
approximate composition of phases. SEM and EDXS analysis were
performed on six individual specimens to verify the repeatability of the
alloy production process and to ensure reproducibility. Specimens for SEM
and EDXS analysis were metallographically prepared to a 0.05 μm surface
finish using a colloidal silica suspension and ultrasonically cleaned in
ethanol.

Hardness measurements
A Wilson Tukon 1202 Vickers hardness tester was used to measure Vickers
hardness. Specimens were prepared by grinding to a 1200 grit SiC paper
surface finish, and then a load of 50 g was applied with a dwell time of 10 s,
for multiple measurements (>10), in order to obtain average hardness
values for each phase present in the alloy.

Electrochemical testing
PDP testing was utilized to electrochemically investigate the corrosion
behavior and was performed on the six different specimens of same alloy
composition. Specimens for corrosion testing were ground to a 1200 grit
SiC paper surface finish. A conventional three-electrode electrochemical
flat cell was utilized, employing a saturated calomel reference electrode
(SCE) and Pt mesh counter electrode. All tests were conducted in naturally
aerated 0.6 M NaCl solution with a VMP300 potentiostat (Biologic). The
open-circuit potential (OCP) was stabilized for an hour, followed by PDP
with a potential sweep rate of 0.167mV/s.
EIS was conducted in 0.6 M NaCl. The OCP was stabilized for an hour,

followed by measurements employing a frequency ranging from 100 kHz
to 10mHz with an amplitude of 10mV. Measurements were carried out
using a Gamry® Reference 600 potentiostat, and spectra were fitted with
ZView® software.

Immersion testing
Immersion tests were carried out in 0.6 M NaCl for a period of 24 h and
2 weeks. Prior to immersion testing, specimens were metallographically
prepared to a 0.05 μm surface finish, with the final step employing a
colloidal silica suspension, followed by ultrasonic cleaning in ethanol and
rinsing with deionized water. After immersion, specimens were thoroughly
rinsed with deionized water to remove NaCl, and SEM imaging was carried
out using a 5 kV accelerating voltage.

Potentiostatic conditioning
In order to assess the surface films upon AlFeMnSi specimens for different
(electrochemical) exposure conditions, potentiostatic holds were performed
in the cathodic, passive, and transpassive regions. Prior to electrochemical
exposure in 0.6 M NaCl, specimens were prepared to a 0.05 μm surface
finish and cleaned with the same method described above.

X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy
XPS was performed using a PHI® VersaProbe 5000 XPS Microprobe to study
the surface of the specimens after 24 h immersion and potentiostatic
conditioning in 0.6 M NaCl solution. Survey spectra were obtained with a
band pass energy of 117.4 eV and a scan area of 200 µm, while high-
resolution spectra were obtained with a band pass energy of 11.75 eV and
a scan area of 200 µm. Survey spectra were only performed to identify
elements present on the surface, while high-resolution spectra were used
in quantification of atomic concentrations. The total vacuum chamber
pressure was 10−8 torr, and the depth profiling was conducted using a
floating column argon ion gun with the impact energy of 2 keV. Binding

Fig. 9 STEM–EDXS line profiles and STEM images post 24 h immersion of the phases in the AlFeMnSi alloy in 0.6 M NaCl. STEM–EDXS line
profile (and corresponding STEM image) showing composition of the surface film upon the three phases that comprise the AlFeMnSi alloy
microstructure (as noted in Fig. 1d) after 24 h immersion in 0.6 M NaCl, a Phase I, b Phase II, and c Phase III. Specimens were prepared from site
specific focused ion beam (FIB) milling.
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energies were calibrating with the Fe peak at 706.7 eV. The high-resolution
spectra analysis was conducted with PHI® MultiPak software.

Preparation of the cross-sectional STEM sample
A focused gallium ion (Ga+) beam scanning electron microscope (FIB-SEM),
Helios NanoLab™, was used to prepare site specific specimens from a
region that consists of the three constituent phases of the CCA. Using the
electron beam, a protective layer of Pt was deposited prior to ion beam
deposition of a thicker Pt cap layer, in order to protect the surface film—
formed after 0.6 M NaCl immersion—from ion beam damage. The Ga+ ion
beam was used to mill trenches on either side of the Pt cap to remove a
prethinned lamella from the bulk sample. The prethinned lamella was
transferred onto a Cu OmniprobeTM TEM grid and then thinned to electron
transparency. The Ga+ ion beam current was iteratively reduced from
0.28 nA to 28 pA, while maintaining the accelerating voltage constant at
30 kV.

STEM and EDXS
The cross-sectional samples were analyzed using a Thermo Scientific™
Titan scanning transmission electron microscope operated at 300 kV and
equipped with a Super XTM energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer.
STEM–EDXS mapping and line profile experiments were performed across
the surface film interface. The EDXS data obtained were post processed
and quantified using the Bruker ESPRIT software.

DATA AVAILABILITY
The data that support the findings of this study are available from the corresponding
authors upon reasonable request.
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